INDIE

SPECIAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE TECHNICIAN

How to use the special programming


2. Select the screen "V10 Technician control access screen" (please see page 23 of the instruction manual) by horizontal scrolling.

3. Scroll the touchscreen in quick sequence: UP - DOWN - LEFT - LEFT.

1st screen: inizialitation of the new spart parts

1. Choose the delivery group - to be done for each group and confirm by the "enter" key.

2. Choose if the Indie is two or three groups and confirm by the "enter" key.
2nd screen: scroll left the touchscreen for the service functions

1. BOILER HEATING ON OFF: press OFF and confirm by the "enter" key to service the boiler.
2. WATER SUPPLY CONTROL ON OFF: close the water supply, press OFF and confirm by the "enter" key to empty the hydraulic circuits of
   - group 1
   - group 2
   - group 3
   - hot water dispenser
     To empty the group press the "K" manual button.
     To empty the hot water dispenser press the button marked with the symbol 🥩.
3. COFFEE PRODUCTION RESET: the machine records the number of coffees dispensed by each button for each group. Each dispensing activated by double buttons corresponds to two cups of coffee.
   These data can be zero-set by pressing "COFFEE PRODUCTION RESET" - To be done for each group.
4. GENERAL RESET: press and confirm for factory setting.